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ABSTRACT: In an effort to incorporate increasingly higher levels of functionality into soft nanoparticles, heterogeneously
structured particles stand out as a simple means to enhance functionality by tailoring only particle architecture. Various means
exist for the fabrication of particles with specific structural configurations; however, the tunability of particle morphology is still a
challenging and often laborious task, especially in self-assembled systems where a single equilibrium configuration dominates.
Improved strategies for multipatch particle assembly are therefore needed to allow for the tailoring of particle structure via a
single, continuous assembly route. One means of accomplishing this is through kinetic trapping of particle morphologies along
the path to the final equilibrium configuration in precipitation-induced, phase-separating polymer blends. Here, we demonstrate
this capability by using rapid nanoprecipitation to control the overall size, composition, and patch distribution of soft colloids. In
particular, we illustrate that polymer feed concentration, blend ratio, and polymer molecular weight can all serve as functional
handles with which to consistently alter particle patch distributions in a self-assembling homopolymer system without
redesigning the starting materials. We furthermore delineate the role of polymer vitrification in the determination of particle
structure.

■ INTRODUCTION

Material organizing forces such as crystallinity, van der Waals
interactions, and amphiphilicity are usually facilitated in nature
by the specific bonding interactions of unique atomic or
molecular building blocks to generate structures ranging from
flexible chains to biological membranes. Researchers, seeking to
mimic this natural assembly process in the fabrication of new
materials, have recently developed “colloidal molecules” that
self-organize into macroscopic assemblies capable of perform-
ing higher order functions such as stabilizing a liquid−liquid
interface or controlling the diffraction of light through
crystalline films.1−4 Much like their atomic or molecular
counterparts, these engineered colloids self-assemble into larger
scale structures through specific directional bonds that form
when two or more chemically complementary surface regions
on adjacent particles interact. Variations in the number and

relative spatial distribution of complementary surface regions,
frequently referred to as “patches,” therefore allow for a diverse
array of assembly configurations traditionally observed in only
naturally occurring, ordered materials.5−8 Spherical particles
with two or four chemically unique surface patches can, for
instance, form porous Kagome and photonically active diamond
lattice structures, respectively when allowed to self-organize.4,9

The unique assembly behavior of patchy colloids, therefore,
provides an attractive means of designing new functional
materials from the bottom up with rationally designed modular
components.
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A difficulty in realizing the technological potential of patchy
colloidal molecules is the development of particle synthesis
strategies capable of easily tuning particle size, composition,
and patch frequency using a single versatile fabrication
route.10,11 While the number of production approaches for
single patch or two-domain “Janus” particles has grown
dramatically in recent years, methodologies for multipatch
particle preparation still remain sparse.12,13 Of the few
multipatch particle preparation strategies that exist, most rely
on the preassembly of solid particles into clusters with well-
defined polyhedral geometries followed by the polymerization
of a secondary material about the cluster’s core.8,14−17 These
processes also require the physical separation of particles with
specific patch numbers and particle sizes postfabrication.8,14

Another approach for generating multipatch particles is based
on the self-assembly of polymer mixtures into fully phase-
separated domains at thermodynamic equilibrium, with
heterogeneous structuring dictated primarily by the chemical
composition of the starting materials.18,19 Block copolymers
with two chemically distinct chain segments can, for instance,
spontaneously segregate into stable multidomain structures in
solution when induced to assemble by solvent exchange and
linked by cross-linking reactions.20−22 Since this particle
preparation approach makes use of equilibrium particle
configurations, altering particle structure via the fabrication
process requires the redesign of starting materials.
A means of potentially circumventing the complexities of the

current multipatch colloid synthesis strategies is to kinetically
trap the self-ordering of phase separating polymer blends in
intermediate states along the way to their final equilibrium
morphology. Doing so would require the use of a strong and
controllable kinetic trapping mechanism, but could radically
expand the number of particle architectures available to
polymer self-assembly approaches and reduce the need for

postprocessing reactions.23 One particle assembly strategy well-
suited to this purpose is the rapid nanoprecipitation of polymer
blends from a good solvent into a nonsolvent.24−26 In
particular, we recently demonstrated that flash nanoprecipita-
tion (FNP) could be used to rapidly mix a multicomponent
polymer solution against a nonsolvent to induce the self-
assembly of polymers into structured nanocolloids with Janus
and Cerberus morphologies.24 We believe that the approach is
furthermore well-suited to the control of patchiness in
nanocolloids. The process differs from other precipitation-
based approaches in its unique ability to induce solvent
exchange within a well-mixed, confined volume that allows
polymer supersaturation and precipitation to occur in milli-
seconds rather than seconds or hours. This distinct process
feature means that monodisperse, structured colloids in the
nanoscale size regime can be produced.27 Moreover, when at
least one polymer is vitreous at room temperature, it offers a
strategy to kinetically trap, by solidification, nonequilibrium
nanocolloid morphologies.28−30

Inspired by these developments as well as the emerging
movement in materials science to build macrostructures from
modular nanocolloids, we report on the ability to tune the
distribution of “faces” in self-assembled polymer nanocolloids
via a single, continuous fabrication route using only one set of
starting materials by FNP. More specifically, we demonstrate
that there are two control parameters that can be used to
enhance the formation of patchiness in the nanocolloids:
relative mass fraction of vitreous polymer in the feed mixture
and overall feed mixture concentration. We also illustrate that
the glassiness of the rigidifying polymercharacterized by its
glass transition temperature (Tg)influences particle patchi-
ness. Surprisingly, the vitreous polymer inhibits structural
changes in nanocolloid morphology at temperatures below its
Tg. We anticipate that our study will offer new fundamental

Figure 1. Schematic of the particle assembly process. (A) Diagram of a mixing system with a CIJ mixing geometry. (B) Schematic of the
precipitation process by which a glassy and nonglassy polymer, in this case PS and PI, respectively, phase-separated and self-assembled into
multipatch nanocolloids.
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insights into how combining precipitation and vitrification may
be exploited to expand the number of morphologies available to
polymer nanocolloids, and thus serve as a tool box that can be
used to increase the diversity of colloidal molecules available for
self-assembly.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Polystyrene (PS; Mw = 850 g/mol, PDI = 1.12; Mw =

16 500 g/mol, PDI = 1.03; Mw = 106 kg/mol, PDI = 1.06; Mw = 1600
kg/mol, PDI = 1.1) and Polyisoprene (PI; Mw = 1000 kg/mol, PDI =
1.05) were all purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. The
tetrahydrofuran (THF) used as the “good” solvent for polymer
dissolution was purchased from Fisher Scientific. The deionized (DI)
water used in the experiments was filtered through a 0.2 μm filter
(Nanopure Diamond, Barnstead International, Dubuque, IA) to
remove additional contaminants that might be present in the DI
water. The confined impingement jet (CIJ) mixer used for the
precipitation induced self-assembly (PISA)-FNP process was
manufactured according to the apparatus schematics presented by
Johnson and Prud’homme.31 A Parr stainless steel, acid digestion
bomb vessel from Fisher Scientific was employed for the thermal
annealing experiments conducted at temperatures above the boiling
point of water. The carbon-coated copper transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) grids (CF-300-Cu) used to image the particle
dispersions were purchased from Electron Microscopy Sciences, Inc.
Particle Morphology Studies. PS (Mw = 1600 kg/mol) and PI

(Mw = 1000 kg/mol) were dissolved in THF at the total polymer
concentrations and relative mass fractions indicated in Figure 1 and
precipitated against ultrafiltered DI water under ambient conditions
using the PISA-FNP system. 500 μL of the precipitated polymer
colloids was then stained with an equivalent volume of 0.2 wt % OsO4
in microcentrifuge tubes for 2 h, and centrifuged at 9000 rpm for 15
min at 4 °C. The supernatant was separated from the pellet that
formed during centrifugation, and fresh DI water was added to the
centrifuge tube to resuspend the pellet. This centrifugation and rinsing
process was repeated three times before 3.5 μL of the particle
dispersion was transferred to a carbon-coated, copper TEM grid and
allowed to dry under a fume hood overnight. The grids with the
stained particle samples were then imaged on a CM200 FEG-TEM
with a Gatan 678 Imaging Filter using an accelerating voltage of 200
kV.
Thermal Annealing Studies. PS (Mw = 1600 kg/mol) and PI

(Mw = 1000 kg/mol) were dissolved in THF at a total polymer
concentration of 0.3 mg/mL and relative mass fraction of 5:1 PS to PI.
The polymer blend solution was then fed into the PISA-FNP system

and precipitated against DI water to generate highly multifaceted
particles. The resulting particle dispersion was next placed under a
rotoevaporator to remove residual THF and divided into three
separate samples that were subjected to either to no heating (ctrl),
heating to 95 °C, or heating to 135 °C (inside a Parr reactor) for
greater than 10 h. After thermal annealing, the particles were stained
and imaged on an electron microscope as described above for the
morphological studies.

Varying Mw Particle Assembly Studies. Using PISA-FNP,
varous Mws of PS (1600 kg/mol, 106 kg/mol, 16.5 kg/mol, and 0.85
kg/mol) were combined with PI (Mw = 1000 kg/mol) in THF to a
concentration of 0.3 mg/mL and precipitated against DI water at
constant temperature. Once precipitated, the resulting particle
solutions were stained and imaged as described above.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The rapid solvent precipitation of phase-separating polymer
blend solutions offers an opportunity to tune the distribution of
faces on a nanocolloid by capturing the architecture in
configurations that have not fully transformed to equilibrium.
In order to facilitate structural trapping in nonequilibrium
states, a strong rigidifying agent is needed during the
precipitation self-assembly process. We selected PS as the
rigidifying agent, and PI as the second polymer component.
THF and water were chosen as the solvent and antisolvent,
respectively. Utilizing these four ingredients, we exploit FNP
and the glassiness of PS to tailor multiface particle architecture.
Flash nanoprecipitation is essentially a means of rapidly

mixing a solvent, in which a desired polymer blend is fully
dissolved, with a miscible nonsolvent to rapidly precipitate
polymer nanocolloids.26,27,31−33 The mixing process, which can
occur by a CIJ mixer or multi-inlet vortex mixer, has at least two
input streamsone containing the solvent/polymer solution
and one containing pure nonsolventthat are rapidly
intermixed (1 mL/s) to precipitate the polymer blend on the
order of milliseconds.31 A schematic of the mixing system with
a CIJ geometry is provided in Figure 1A. The dimensions and
details of the CIJ mixer have been presented previously.31

A key feature of the mixing process is the incorporation of a
vitreous polymer to add a time scale of structural rigidification
also of millisecond order. This constitutes a critical advance-
ment in the operation of FNP in that precipitation drives the
vitrification of one polymer component for the express purpose

Figure 2. Particle morphology diagram for various feed stream conditions. TEM images of particles precipitated from feed streams with varying total
polymer concentrations and polymer mass ratios of 1600 kg/mol PS (light) and 1000 kg/mol PI (dark).
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of structural trapping. Figure 1B schematically illustrates this
colloidal assembly approach in which two polymers simulta-
neously precipitate and phase-separate within a confined
volume during solvent exchange, promoting the vitrification
of the glassy polymer domain(s). When the ratio of glassy PS to
PI is high, patchy colloids with small PI domains form. When
the ratio of PS to PI is small, however, the converse
morphology of patchy particles with small PS domains
dominates.
In order to demonstrate our structural trapping assembly

approach, we varied the fraction of PS to PI as well as the
overall polymer feed stream concentration in the preparation of
patchy nanocolloids by FNP. Polystyrene (Mw = 1600 kg/mol)
and PI (Mw = 1000 kg/mol) were dissolved in THF at the total
polymer concentrations and relative mass fractions indicated in
Figure 2 and precipitated against ultrafiltered deionized water
under ambient conditions using the CIJ FNP system. The
particle dispersions were then stained with 0.2 wt % aqueous
OsO4 to enhance the contrast between polymer domains, PS
(light) and PI (dark), and drop-cast onto carbon-coated copper
grids for imaging under a CM200 FEI Transmission Electron
Microscope operating at 200 kV. The collected TEM images
were then assembled into the particle morphology diagram
presented in Figure 2 for ease of comparison.
The result of using FNP to tune the patch distribution in

spherical nanocolloids by controlling the relative fraction and
concentration of vitreous polymer in the feed stream is shown
in Figure 2. If one first examines nanocolloid formation at
overall feed concentrations <0.5 mg/mL, especially when the
PS/PI ratio is 1/1, the prevalence of Janus nanocolloids is
apparent. The emergence of the two face Janus morphology can
be rationalized within the framework of interfacial energy
arguments that drive the internal structure toward the
equilibrium morphologyin this case the Janus morphology.
During the rapid solvent/antisolvent exchange process, the
polymers find themselves in an increasingly unfavorable
thermodynamic environment, and thus begin to precipitate.
During this process, the polymers seek to minimize their
interfacial contact, and hence interfacial energy, with the
antisolvent. Since γPS−water ∼ γPI−water but γPS−PI < γPS−water and
γPI−water, the low-energy equilibrium structure, due to the
precipitation-induced demixing process, is the Janus morphol-
ogy, as opposed to a core−shell structure or two separate
nanocolloids of PS or PI. Values for the three interfacial
energies described, derived from literature data, are provided in
the Supporting Information (SI).34,35

When the overall feed concentration at a PS/PI ratio of 1/1
is increased to 1 mg/mL, the nanocolloid size grows and
exhibits two PI faces instead of one. While the growth of
particle size with increasing feed concentration has been noted
in previous work,27,31 the development of multiple nanocolloid
faces is a direct result of the similar time scales over which
precipitation-induced polymer demixing and vitrification occur.
More specifically, as the time scale of demixing exceeds that of
polymer vitrification, structural development driven by the
minimization of interfacial energies is arrested in an
intermediate state by the rigidification of PS. The length scale
associated with multipatch morphologies in this system can be
roughly estimated from the maximum diffusion distance for PS
in pure THF over the millisecond precipitation time scale (see
SI). Using data from the literature for PS of similar Mw and at
the same concentration, one can determine the maximum PS
diffusion distance as ∼150 nm in the 1 ms time frame over
which vitrification occurs.36 This represents an upper limit, as
PS diffusion occurs in the presence of PI and nonsolvent in the
FNP system. This simple picture for controlling patchiness
distribution in nanocolloids is supported by the emergence of
multipatch nanocolloids greater than 150 nm in diameter at
feed concentrations of 1 mg/mL, as seen in Figure 2. A more
comprehensive scaling argument that clearly delineates the
boundary between multipatch and Janus morphologies
generated by FNP is provided in our previous work.24

In order to tune the distribution of faces in the nanocolloids
at constant concentration, we sought to understand the role of
increasing the PS/PI ratio on the nanocolloid morphology.
This is represented by moving to the right along the x-axis in
Figure 2. At an overall feed concentration ≤ 0.1 mg/mL, Janus
nanocolloids form. However, when the overall feed concen-
tration is increased to 0.5 or 1.0 mg/mL, multiface nanocolloids
emerge. More importantly, as the PS/PI ratio increases from 4/
1 to 8/1, the average number of faces in each nanocolloid rises.
The increase in the number of faces is due to the greater
amount of vitreous polymer present in these samples,
enhancing the trapping of nonequilibrated structures. The
simplicity of adjusting the polymer feed ratio during FNP,
therefore, points to a simple, yet potentially powerful approach
to control patch distribution in nanocolloids.
A more comprehensive understanding of particle patchiness

resulting from variations in the polymer feed ratios for FNP
also requires an exploration of particle morphologies with low
PS/PI ratios. We therefore examined nanocolloids produced
with increasingly smaller fractions of glassy PS. Moving to the

Figure 3. Number of PI patches in particles with high glassy polymer content. (A) Dynamic light scattering size distributions for three particle
samples prepared from 0.3 mg/mL of PS and PI blended in 1:1 to 8:1 mass ratios. (B) A histogram of PI patch number in polymer particles prepared
in (A) from a feed polymer concentration of 0.3 mg/mL and PS to PI mass ratios that vary from 1:1 to 8:1.
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left along the x-axis of Figure 2, one can observe the prevalence
of two-patch Janus nanocolloids at all but the highest feed
polymer concentrations. The predominance of equilibrium
Janus morphologies at these conditions indicate that insufficient
glassy polymer is present to trap the particle in nonequilibrium
states. At feed concentrations of 1 mg/mL, the increase in
particle size and glassy polymer concentration allows for the
formation of small PS domains in predominantly PI particles.
The longer distances between domain centers in the high PI
fraction multipatch particles, in comparison to high PS fraction
particles, is likely due to the slightly elongated vitrification time
of the glassy polymer at low concentrations. The PS thus
requires a longer time to diffuse across a larger distance before
reaching the local concentration necessary to rigidify into a
solid glass in particles with a high PI content. This also explains
why the particle size threshold between fully phase-separated
and multipatch particles differs between the primarily glassy
and primarily nonglassy particle samples.
While the vitreous content and overall feed concentration

provide facile processing handles with which to tune multipatch
particle architecture, many applications require the alteration of
particle size and patchiness independently. The good particle
size control that FNP provides, fortunately, allows for the
shifting of particle patch distribution on colloids of a given size

by simply varying the ratio of the two polymers in the feed
stream. This capability is illustrated in Figure 3 for three
samples with nearly identical particle sizes but differing
distributions of PI domains. In order to ensure equivalent
particle size distributions, a single polymer feed concentration
of 0.3 mg/mL was used for all samples, and the overlap of
particle sizes was verified by dynamic light scattering, as seen in
Figure 3A. The narrow size dispersity of the three samples in
Figure 3A is indicated by their low polydispersity indexes (PDI
< 0.2, see SI). The patchiness of the particles in each sample
was subsequently evaluated by TEM imaging and analysis. The
resulting data, compiled from manually counting the number of
faces on over 1000 stained particles in each sample under an
electron microscope, is presented in Figure 3B and illustrates
the increase in average particle patch number with increasing
PS/PI fraction. While the tunability of particle face distribution
with polymer feed ratio can presumably be made more precise
with further process improvements, the polymer feed ratio still
provides an excellent means of setting particle patchiness
independent of particle size or process starting materials.
As part of our effort to exploit vitrification for the trapping of

nanocolloids in nonequilibrium morphologies, we sought to
demonstrate that the particle morphologies were indeed
structurally arrested. The utility of multiface particles, in

Figure 4. Thermal annealing above and below the glass transition temperature. TEM images of polymer particles precipitated from a 5:1 blend of PS
to PI that were either (A) left unheated, (B) heated to a temperature below the Tg of PS after rotary evaporation, (C) heated to a temperature below
the Tg of PS before rotovapping, i.e., in the presence of residual solvent, and (D) heated above the Tg of PS.
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particular, would be drastically limited if the desired multiface
architecture transformed significantly over time due to
environmental changes associated with various postproduction
processes. One of the beneficial features of employing a glassy
polymer to generate soft nanocolloids with nonequilibrium
surface structures, though, is the thermal stability of particle
structure at temperatures below the polymer glass transition
temperature Tg. Since the particle structure is kinetically frozen
by the glassy polymer in its amorphous state, the Tg of the
glassy polymer should demarcate the temperature boundary
below which particle morphologies are stable and above which
structures evolve toward equilibrium.
In order to verify particle structural stability up to the Tg of

PS, we first heated an aqueous dispersion of highly multifaceted
particles to 95 °C, just below the 100 °C Tg of PS for a period
of 22 h while monitoring particle morphology. As seen by
comparing panels A and B of Figure 4, the particle morphology
remained consistent over the thermal treatment period,
indicating high structural stability. If the same experiment,
though, is repeated with some residual solvent in the
dispersion, the particle morphology continues to evolve toward
equilibrium until the solvent is boiled off and the PS is again
structurally rigidified, as illustrated in Figure 4C. This sub-Tg
structural evolution is due to the enhanced mobility of the
glassy polymer in the presence of good solvent. Similarly, when
the particles are heated to 135 °C, well above the Tg of PS, after
solvent removal, the PS forms a single domain, and the PI, due
to the extremely high heating in aqueous solution, detaches
from the PS particles and adheres to the walls of the heating
vessel, as seen in Figure 4D. Although the harsh processing
conditions do not allow for the visualization of clear Janus
structure in Figure 4D, the disappearance of PI patches from
the particle and the congealing of the PS into a single domain
indicate a general evolution toward thermal equilibrium. The
transition between a stable, structurally trapped particle
morphology and a fluid, evolving architecture is, therefore,
clearly defined by the Tg of the vitrifying polymer.
The drastic decline in polymer mobility that accompanies the

conversion of the glassy polymer from a fluid to solid-like state
is useful not only as a means of preventing structural
rearrangement, but also as a handle for the tuning of

kinetically-trapped particle structures. The enhancement in
polymer mobility with decreasing molecular weight (Mw), for
instance, should increase the time scale of vitrification relative
to the demixing time and allow for further evolution of particle
structures toward equilibrium. In order to probe this, we varied
the molecular weight (Mw) of the glassy polymer PS in the feed
stream, while keeping all other fabrication parameters constant,
namely, polymer feed concentration, polymer blend ratio, and
overall temperature. Particles prepared from the highest Mw PS
(1 600 000g/mol) contained the same highly patchy surfaces
seen in earlier experiments (see Figure 5a). Conversely,
particles assembled from the lowest Mw PS (850g/mol)
produced two-domain Janus structures (Figure 5d). The
seemingly core−shell morphology of some of the lowest Mw

PS particles in Figure 5d is merely the result of the stained PI
domain sinking into the liquid PS domain during TEM grid
preparation.
Between the highest and lowest Mw PS samples, particles

fabricated with 106 000g/mol and 16 500g/mol PS also
exhibited Janus morphologies (Figures 5b,c). The dramatic
change in particle architecture with a small drop in PS Mw

therefore indicates that the enhanced mobility provided by only
a small decrease in PS chain length increases the vitrification
time scale enough to allow the system to reach an equilibrium
morphology before PS rigidification. This can be rationalized by
considering the significant variation in the zero shear viscosity
η0 of the PS phase with Mw. Choi and Han, in particular, noted
that η0 for homopolymer PS varies with Mw according to the
relationship η0 ∝Mw

3.4 when the Mw of PS is above 50 kg/mol.
37

The 10-fold decrease in Mw between Figure 5A and 5B
therefore roughly corresponds to a thousand-fold drop in the
zero shear viscosity of the PS phase, allowing for the enhanced
reconfiguration of the blended polymers into an equilibrium
morphology. The formation of multipatch or Janus morphol-
ogies is thus very sensitive to variations in polymer mobility as
quantified by the Mw of the glassy polymer. Varying glassy
polymer Mw can consequently provide a highly responsive
means of modifying particle patchiness independent of feed
stream concentration or blend ratio.

Figure 5. Particle morphological transition with varying Mw of glassy polymer. TEM images of two-component, PS and PI particles prepared from
1000 kg/mol PI and (A) 1600 kg/mol PS, (B) 106 kg/mol PS, (C) 16.5 kg/mol PS, and (D) 0.85 kg/mol PS. (E) Schematic displaying the
evolution of bipartite particle structure as the Mw and Tg of the vitrifying polymer is gradually decreased.
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■ CONCLUSION
Polymer glasses, while generally appreciated for their bulk
material properties, play a critical role in the self-assembly and
structural stability of multidomain surface structures in colloids
precipitated from mixed polymer blends. Here, the competition
between the timescales of polymer rigidification and rearrange-
ment in solution allow for the formation of particle surface
structures that range from equilibrium Janus domains to
multiple, kinetically-trapped patches. The fundamental property
that appears to allow for this high degree of structural variability
is the glass transition temperature of the vitrifying polymer. By
varying the Mw or fraction of glassy polymer in the feed
polymer blend, the distribution of surface domains on the
precipitated particles can be systematically adjusted. This
unique means of altering particle surface structure without
the need for significant process modifications or reformulated
starting materials offers a valuable particle fabrication technique
that, up to now, has not been widely exploited despite its
inherent simplicity. The use of the vitrification to tune structure
in glass-containing colloids will, we believe, provide access to
complex multiface and patchy particle structures needed for
many soft colloid applications to become realizable.
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